resounding "no," although the provision would eventually pass, paving the way for the 1980 Refugee Act, which, along with the 1975 Indochina Migration and Refugee Act, is credited with facilitating the resettlement of an estimated three million Southeast Asian evacuees to the United States (Kerry) .
Acknowledging with purposeful revision the veracity of Shulman's characterization that "we" as a nation "have been here before," and in line with this volume's exilic focus on Southeast Asian/American bodies, I concentrate in this afterword on the present-day relevance of these "subjects of 1975." The politics that brought Hmong, Lao, Cambodian, and Vietnamese Americans "into being" (Cold War foreign policy, US immigration law, civil war, and ceaseless violence) analogously encapsulate a modern-day imaginary shaped by War on Terror politics and an ever-growing Islamic State. As John Pilger reminds us, militarized US intervention (particularly illegal bombings of the Cambodian countryside) fomented the rise of the Khmer Rouge. This history presages Pilger's assertion that ISIS has a similar past and present. By most scholarly measures, Bush and Blair's invasion of Iraq in 2003 led to the deaths of at least 700,000 people-in a country that had no history of jihadism. The Kurds had done territorial and political deals; Sunni and Shia had class and sectarian differences, but they were at peace; intermarriage was common.
Nevertheless, "Bush and Blair blew all this to bits. Iraq is now a nest of jihadism. Al-Qaeda-like Pol Pot's 'jihadists'-seized the opportunity provided by the onslaught of Shock and Awe and the civil war that followed" (Pilger) .
Situated adjacent a contemporary backdrop of war and militarized displacement, Southeast Asian American studies generally, and critical refugee studies specifically, emerge as necessary interdisciplines to more deeply contemplate the current Syrian refugee crisis vis-à-vis history, archive, and methodology. With regard to Southeast Asian American studies, the post-1975 en masse migration of Vietnamese, Cambodian, Lao, and Hmong refugees prompted the formation of new subfields in Asian American studies, which up to that point was dominated by the experiences and histories of older immigrant groups (for example, Japanese and Chinese Americans). The "timeliness" of this MELUS special issue-which occurs approximately forty years after the aforementioned "Fall of Saigon" (Viet Nam), the Khmer Rouge takeover of Phnom Penh (Cambodia), and the governmental installation of the Pathet Lao (Laos)-carries with it the displaced fact that these episodes, the ostensible end points for the second Indochina War, represent (albeit rather economically) the vexed starting points for Southeast Asian refugees as a population and Southeast Asian American studies as a field. As important, such anniversaries, which attest to the catastrophic legacies of US militarization and American war-making, hit a decidedly relevant chord when placed alongside the disastrous weakening of
Middle Eastern governments and the turn-of-the-twenty-first-century rise of the Islamic State.
In terms of critical refugee studies, as Yén Lê Espiritu has fruitfully outlined in Body Counts: The Vietnam War and Militarized Refuge(es) (2014), this subfield further lays bare the costs of US imperialism and destabilizes the primacy of the nation-state by centrally locating refugees within interconnected matrices of colonialism, militarism, and globalization. Significantly, critical refugee studies utilizes what Espiritu subsequently terms "critical juxtapositioning," an analytic that dialogically employs deviating disciplines (such as sociology and literature) and differing sites (for instance, refugee camps and military bases) as a means of interrogating the mechanisms and machinations that produce, police, and manage refugee bodies and subjectivities (Body 18). Such management is undeniably at the forefront of the essays that comprise this rich volume; notwithstanding archival differences, diverse ethnicities, and divergent perspectives, each contributor engages to varying degrees "critical juxtapositioning" as a means of contemplating the past/present dimensions of US imperialism, ever-expanding militarization, and state-sanctioned exceptionalism.
In so doing, this special issue makes clear the extent to which refugee subjectivities are not so much peripheral as they are pivotal to past/present debates concerning US selfhood, personhood, and nationhood. Consequently, while the immigrant body figures keenly in discussions about the United States as a virtuous, democratic state, one can easily-and perhaps one should-reevaluate racial histories and accounts of racist violence through the making of subjects into refugees. From forced Native relocations and settler colonial exterminations to African American enslavement, Jim Crow segregation, and police brutality; from the lynching of Mexican Americans on the US border to anti-Chinese massacres in the American West; and from Japanese American incarceration to the statesanctioned profiling of South Asian and Arab Americans, the United States' "refugee-making" project has indefatigably sought to not only disenfranchise but also denaturalize and politically displace. To surmise and summarize, whereas common parlance dictates that the United States is a de facto "nation of immigrants," a more accurate description might involve a categorization of the state as a "country of refugees."
Shifting from domestic imaginary to foreign policy and, by way of conclusion, critical refugee studies instantiates a much needed reevaluation of the relationship between war, militarization, and contemporary US statecraft. The admission of particular refugees remains not so much a wholesale humanitarian endeavor but rather a tantamount politicized project, one in which, according to Espiritu, "state interests . . . determine whether, when, and where displaced persons receive asylum in the West" ("Refugee" 208). Such refugee "states," which involve militarized assessments of displaced "stakes," are evident in who is and who is not granted asylum (for instance, the designation of Southeast Asians as political refugees and the categorization of Haitians as economic refugees). Accessing Chandan Reddy's work on race, sexuality, and US citizenship, the opportune placement of rights under the auspices of wartime legislation (specifically funding bills) is not limited to domestic initiative. Indeed, such embeddedness is apparent in more recent refugee legislation, as emblematized by the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act (H.R. 4986), which expanded executive authority and established a protocol for what was termed the "Iraq Refugee Crisis." Maintaining that congressional approval to appropriate funds impeded the constitutional authority of the commander-in-chief, George W. Bush signed into law a provision that allowed him-as primary executive-to oversee appropriations intended "to establish any military installation or base for the purpose of providing for the permanent stationing of United States Armed Forces in Iraq" and "to exercise United States control of the oil resources in Iraq." The bill outlined a set of refugee-processing priorities in section 1243, which included Iraqis employed by the United States government in Iraq; those who "establish to the satisfaction of the Secretary of State" that they were employed by a media or nongovernmental organization in the United States or one that was "closely associated with the United States mission in Iraq"; and Iraqi members of a religious or minority community who have been identified by the Secretary of State, or the designee of the Secretary, as "vulnerable populations" (United States).
Such state-dictated frames are on one level reminiscent of similar protocols involving Southeast Asian refugees whose asylum applications as war-driven memoirs and post-conflict displacements were ultimately decided on narratival assessments of amicable versus inimical subjectivity; on another level, these "state interests" converge on the refugee body, further illustrating the ongoing nature of US imperialism and the problematic humanitarianism of current War on Terror politics. Such convergences prompt a final return to Espiritu, who issues the following call to "scholars in Asian American studies . . . to imbue the term 'refugee' with social and political critiques-to conceptualize 'the refugee' not as an object of investigation but rather as a paradigm" ("Refugee" 210). As a whole, the essays in this special issue-focused on the multivalent "subjects of 1975"-compellingly and evocatively answer this refugee-oriented directive via a heretofore unmatched and commendable attention to the ways in which Southeast Asian American writers, filmmakers, and artists in agentic fashion recollect, represent, and re-narrative the past. 
